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Jenni Pulos of BRAVO'S FLIPPING OUT and INTERIOR THERAPY stopped by- GEORGE THE SALON'S new location
in the Gold Coast at 945 N. Rush in Chicago, IL.
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Jenni Pulos of Bravo's Flipping Out and Interior Therapy stopped by George the salon's new
location in the Gold Coast at 945 N. Rush Street yesterday (www.georgethesalon.com). Owner and
celebrity stylist George Gonzalez styled her hair before her talk show appearance on You & Me This
Morning. Her makeup was done by Stella Mikhail.
We'd seen Mikhail's dramatic makeovers on The Oprah Winfrey Show. And we were equally
impressed when she evened out our blotchy complexion with airbrush foundation, then pumped up
our cheeks and lips with rosy colors. After coaching us on replicating her techniques, we felt like we'd
unlocked the secret—to flawless makeup.
Hair Tip: To beat the Chicago rain, George reached for Kerastase Nutritive Sérum Oléo-Relax. This

smoothing oil is ideal for taming rebellious hair and
providing long-lasting frizz control.
Services offered in the salon
Services range from cutting, conditioning and styling to
coloring and special treatments, George has assembled the
perfect balance of offerings and products gauged with your
experience in mind. Whether your visit receives George’s
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personal touch, or any one of his masterful stylists, you’ll
walk away from George the Salon feeling relaxed,
pampered and confident that you look and feel your absolute best. George the salon now offers spa
services in the new space like facials and waxing.
About Bravo
With more breakout stars and critically acclaimed original series than any other network on cable,
Bravo's original programming — from hot cuisine to haute couture — delivers the best in food,
fashion, beauty, design and pop culture to the most engaged, upscale and educated audience in
cable.
Consistently the fastest growing Top 20 ad-supported cable entertainment network, Bravo continues
to translate buzz into reality with critically-acclaimed breakout creative competition and docu-series,
including the Emmy and James Beard Award-nominated Top Chef, two-time Emmy Award winner

Kathy Griffin: My Life on the D-List, the 14-time Emmy nominated Inside the Actors Studio, the hit
series Shear Genius, Million Dollar Listing, The Millionaire Matchmaker, Tim Gunn's Guide to Style,
Make Me A Supermodel, and the water cooler sensations that are The Real Housewives of New York
City, The Real Housewives of Orange County, and The Real Housewives of Atlanta. Bravo reaches its
unique audience through every consumer touch point and across all platforms on-air, online and on
the go, providing the network's highly-engaged fans with a menu of options to experience the
network in a four-dimensional manner.
Bravo is a program service of NBC Universal Cable Entertainment, a division of NBC Universal one of
the world's leading media and entertainment companies in the development, production, and
marketing of entertainment, news and information to a global audience. Bravo has been an NBC
cable network since December 2002 and was the first television service dedicated to film and the
performing arts when it launched in December 1980.
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